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In  this form of receiver the electro-magnet, m~, has its coils placed 
in the circuit of the transnfitt ing apparatus hown in connection with 
F ig.  5, one terminal passing to earth. This magnet is placed as shown 
and f irmly attached to the sounding board, n . .  An  armaturc, attached 
to a long, but l ight and broad lever, i, ihces the poles of the electro- 
magnet, ram. The lever, i, whic~ bears the armature at its lower end, 
is suspended after the maimer of a pendulum, from the upr ight stand- 
ard, k. The regulat ing screw, l, and spring, q, are furnished for the 
regulation of its motion. 
When now the sound waves impinging against he membrane of the 
transmitt ing apparatus produce variations in the intensity of the elec- 
trical current traversing the circuit, the magnetization and demagneti-  
zation of % m, produce corresponding vibrations in its armature, which 
vibrations are communicated to the air surrounding the apparatus, both 
directly by the armature itself', and indirectly by the beam, i, connected 
therewith. 
CENTRAL HIGH. SCHOOL, 
t)HILAI)ELPHIA, June 10, 1885. 
(To be continued.) 
A (~REAT A, VATER-SPOUT,--A French journal describes an enormous 
water-spout which was formed at the junction of the rivers Vannes and 
d'Auray. In  spite of the violent west wind it followed the channel of the 
river northwards for a distance of about 4 kilometres, continually increasing 
in volume. The enormous mass of water with a height of at least 30 metres 
was traversed by the rays of the sun so that it appeared like an immense 
prism with its bri l l iant colors admirably displayed against he dark back- 
ground of the sky. A superb canopy of a dazzling whiteness crowned its 
summit and at the base a long train of yellowish foam extended for a.con- 
siderable distance over the dark green water. After an interval of about 
twenty minutes the spout suddenly burst with a clap of thunder.--Les 
Jlondes, Sept. 18, 1884. C. 
CONTRASTS OF CoLoR.--Chevreul after referring to his discovery of the 
simultaneous contrast of colors in 1828, reports the following conclusions : 
Thomas Young's theory of three primitive colors, red, green and violet, 
cannot be admitted unless good reason can be shown for excluding the yel- 
low from the primitive list, and unless it can also be shown that the contrast 
of shades and colors has 1)o other basis than those of simple mixture. 
Although the principle of contrasts has been discovered since Newton's 
day, all the distinctions of shade which he pointed out are in thorough 
accordance with that principle.--Comptes t~endus, May 26, 1884. C. 
